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Ri'mir'vah

A highly advanced medicinal putty created by Vi'cana Pharmaceuticals.

A medicinal putty created by Head of Medical Development, Wil'yam Jun'yor'e, the putty uses nano-
technology and rare medicinal herbs to read the DNA Map of a recently injured person to recover their
body from minor to major injuries. The putty will read the DNA map of the person that the putty is
applied to, using the putty itself as well as the herbs it to mechanically recreate the muscle mass, bone
mass, vein structure, nerve system, and skin of the person based upon the DNA mapping. Once the putty
rebuilds the missing parts of the body in question, the nanites then dissolve into the putty which causes
the putties exterior to solidify into the skin that it rebuilt finishing the process. Furthermore, the Nano-
Technology has only been capable of reading Neshaten DNA maps at the moment due to an
understandable lack of other species to test it on.

Time taken to fix a wound is dependent on the severity of the wound being healed by the putty. While a
gash might be healed in a few hours, something like a lost limb could take several weeks to fix. During
this time the putty is kept on the wound at all times, it only needs to be applied once, as the nano-
machines will keep it consistently sanitized beneath the bandage. However, in some cases should the
bandage get damaged or removed the putty might have to be reapplied by a doctor. While the putty is
healing the person in question, they may experience some sharp increases in pain temporarily before
returning to normal, as well as an intense itching sensation; it is recommended that the patient try to
avoid scratching the place the putty is placed.

Price: 3,500 Rn/pack1)

OOC Notes

Semjax created this article on 2015/09/10 07:31.

1)

A pack consists of one use
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